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SESSION – 45   SOME EXTRA VERSES  

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:  For continuity, see Spoken Arabic in previous lesson. 

 &�Ws
� @
)��L �
�&�8 �
;&�8 c�+�P 
 fifth fourth Third second first 

II. GRAMMAR:  The Possessive Case or Genitive   ������ �	
��  � �	
�� 
Look at the following phrases and their translations: 
 

the slave of the Rahmaan (the 
Most Merciful) 

������ �	
������ the house of Allah ��� ������ 

the nation of Hud ����� ������ the call of the prophet ���������� �!������ 

the command of the Qur’an �"#��$%�� �&%'�� the creation of Allah ��� �(%)�* 

Notes:  

1. To convey the meanings of “of,” we place Dhammah or pesh (  -ُ  ) on the first word and double kasra (  

-ٍ  )  on the second word.  

2. As usual, if the second word has َاْل attached with it, then instead of double kasra  

(  -ٍ  ), we will have single kasra (  -ِ  )  on the second word (for singular case).   

3. The first noun �ُ�ْ�َ  in the sentence �ُ�ْ�َ	ِا   is called  ف
��.  The second noun 	ِا  is called  ف
��
   .which should always be a proper noun , إ��

III. THE MAIN LESSON:  Use 3SP.  Ponder these miscellaneous verses & take lessons. 

�
;$�Q
�;�P  
̀ &���3�o
)  6M
̀ ��* V
�  �A�2F�	   ��
�
z&�U)�:��( 
Inform Me of the names  (of) these,  if you are  truthful.  

6E�	�+�0
�  �A�	&�F�.�5�H  �p���P  &�(�3�+  �
��$�;$�"�2  ]̀ ����<��  
And thus We have made you a nation just / medium that you be witnesses 


w&�F�� 67�.�B  �+�c$�3���� �V$�"��  �A�"���.�B �m��
<�� )�:���(   
over mankind and the Messenger be over you  a witness.   

'V
�  �,-.��  �@��  ���
�
)&�:�� )�:���(  
Indeed, Allah (is) with those who are patient. 

���� ���	�
��� ���������  ��
�������   ��
����������  )�:���( 

And do not be like those who became divided and disputed / differed. 

��� �$��&�F��  ��
����  67�2�[�$�/
!F��  &��
�  �V$��
T��)�:�� ( 

Never will you attain the good until you spend  from that which you love.  

 

Inform Me of the names 
of these, if you are 
truthful.  

--------------------- 
 
And thus We have made 

you a just nation that 

you  be witnesses over 
mankind and the 
Messenger be a witness 

over you.  
--------------------- 

Indeed Allah is with those 
who are patient.  

--------------------- 
And do not be like those 

who got divided and 

differed among 
themselves.  

-------------------- 
Never will you attain the 

good until you spend (in 
the way of Allah) from 
that which you love.  
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LESSON – 45   SOME EXTRA VERSES  

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:  Translate the following: 

 ����I j�:	$ ����
r ��F�
r D0;
G 
      

 

II. GRAMMAR:  Give five examples of the Possessive Case or Genitive   ������ �	
��  � �	
��  

the slave of the Rahmaan (the 
Most Merciful)  the house of Allah  

the nation of Hud  the call of the prophet  

the command of the Qur’an  the creation of Allah 

 

 

III. THE MAIN LESSON:  Translate the following (Miscellaneous verses): 

�������	 �
�������	 ���� ����� �������  
��F7BL��F
G  ���1�T
g�:  �,��"�9  6�H  �?��8BR   .�@�Q�v)�:��(  

      

�4
R;���  �?BR�8!2Xs  dh0�BG  �dlT;  -��	7�F7B��  m�	�O��  
      

�̂ �08�	 �N
2M  BD7�T0��	 
67B��;  �?B��&
2M  	+�&�O� )�:���(    
     

56�H  %_2�	  j�  3����:�0=�	 )�:���(  
    

���� ���	�
���  ��������  ��
�������   ��
����������  )�:���( 

    

3
�  	7B��8�  0���!�	  �N0�p 	7B/�C8��  �01��  
67���P��)�:�� (   
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Lesson-45:  To remember of the meanings, note down the following clues &  & more, if you have any. 

Arabic Meanings 
Root 

Letters

Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 

or false link / Grammatical form/ … 
Arabic Meanings 

Root 

Letters

Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 

or false link / Grammatical form/ … 

c�6�̀�76�� Inform Me أْ�َ��ء ن ب أ: news �v�# with -  Remember the reference:  
�	�ِ�ِ�  ِإن اَ� َ�َ� ا��

�C����%�M�+ of the names س م و sg. ا�� ; pl. َأْ�َ��ء ���T�	�Y�) became 
divided 

 ر ف
 ق

ق، ُ�َ�َ��ق، َ�َ��َق، َ	َ�َ��ُق، َ�َ��ْق، ُ�َ�َ��ِّ
 َ�َ��!ق

�C^�|�"; of these -  ذِ�َ&، ُأو�ِ'َ&، ه%َ$ء، هَ"ا  ���
��W�) ���
 you will 
never attain َ,�ُ�*َن + َ�ْ�  ن ي ل�ا= َ*�ُ�,َ�َ �ْ�َ  

��a�%�, just / medium 
و س 

 ط
 �	�7�
� the good  ر رب  

�
���6���. that you be ُ.*ُ�*َن + ِل  ك و ن�ا= َ*�ُ*.ُ�َ�ِ  ���-�YW�) you spend 
ن ف 

 ق
 /�0َ/ ُ�ْ,1ُ�ِ*ا= ُ�ْ,1ُ�ِ*َن + �0َ  

BC����8�D witnesses ش � د sg. 234ِ5َ pl. 2َ4َ5ُاء �N�\7���) you love. 
ح ب 

 ب
َأ60َ، ُ	67ِ!، َأ6ّ0ِ، 6ّ7ِ�ُ، 6ّ7َ�ُ، 

0َْ��بِإ  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


